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Thesis Abstract:

definition of IDLE
idler idlest
1 : lacking worth or basis
2 : not occupied or employed: such as
a: having no employment: INACTIVE
b: not turned to normal or appropriate use
c: not scheduled to compete
3

a: SHIFTLESS, LAZY
b: having no evidence lawful means of support

definition of THIRD PLACE
E. Soja (1996) proposes a different way of thinking about space and
spatiality. First and second spaces are two different, and possibly
conflicting, spatial groupings where people interact physically and socially:
such as home (everyday knowledge) and school (academic knowledge).
Third spaces are the in-between, or hybrid, spaces, where the first and
second spaces work together to generate a new third space.
Susan Mayhew, A Dictionary of Geography. Oxford University Press, 2009.
Mayhew,Susan. Dictionary of Geography. Oxford,2009.
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The term Third Places describes a space located outside work and home where individuals can socialize with their friends or those
in their community, and talking more about
their personal interests and or current news.
Amending urban idle spaces into the setting
for engineered, social interactions between city
dwellers will bring more connection and a new
sense of social interaction throughout cities.
What sets third places apart from most public spaces, such as coffee shops or restaurants,
is that there is no associated cost. Third places
help eliminate the specific demographic inclination based in socioeconomics to the other public spaces which can make it easier to categorize
it’s users based on a price tag association to the
place. In addition, these are spaces that encourage true social interaction, rather than separate
experiences -- collective activities are the norm.
Third places are meant to be spaces dedicated
to focusing on the present and becoming more
involved with what is happening outside of an
individual’s personal life. These spots are proposed in pockets of space that currently sit
as unused spaces in cities, such as alleyways.

Many cities could will benefit from utilizing these
little pockets of free space. Providence, Rhode Island, is peculiar in the sense that there is a broad
social divide between neighborhoods despite the
small geographical range of the city. With these
third places implemented throughout idle areas
of cities, like Providence in idle areas, these new
interventions will offer insight on how vacant
spaces can be repurposed into vital pieces of social connectivity weaving together the urban fabric of each city they occupy. In Providence, the
interventions will illuminate social and urban design issues that lie within each of the three neighborhoods of focus: Federal Hill, College Hill and
Downtown.These spaces will allow any inhabitant of Providence to engage without having a
price tag or being associated with a certain social
demographic. This is not only an urban project
amending idle spaces, but also an attempt to make
an improved social order through the third place.
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Introduction
Amending the Idle is a combination of a few topics which I have great interest in: Third Places,
how architecture/interiors can affect people psychologically and how social demographics have
evolved in certain geographical locations over
time. With all of these considered, intervening idle
spaces in urban landscapes would bring awareness of not only how to fully occupy blight spaces
in cities, but also how to make people aware of
the lack of community, public spaces are in their
neighborhoods, or city overall.
During my sophomore year at my undergrad, I
took this senior seminar class titled British Industrialization. This class covered exactly as the title
prefixes, the ever changing time in Great Britain
with the rise of factories and technology during
the late 1600s to the early 1800s. We were later
assigned to write a seminar paper about anything
we learned in that class - I wrote about the social
emergence of tea and coffee houses throughout
England. With this imergence of tea and coffee
also came the rise of democracy and political parties - more independent thought was shared with
one another. In addition, the interiors of these coffee houses changed drastically as well with the
ever changing trends. These two factors of how
powerful gathering spaces can be as well as the
overall scope of interior spaces is what initially
made me interested in interior architecture and
the power it has to help people feel differently in
interior spaces.
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Peter Zumthor’s work is extremely respected in regards to how he focuses on how his
designs change peoples emotions from one
room to the next. He focuses on every meticulous detail to totally engulf peoples emotions
almost in a hypnotized way to feel differently
in each space he designs. I would like to have a
similar effect on people as they use these third
spaces. This will be included with a detailed investigation on what and how different spaces
affect our senses. I would like to implement
this powerful message through the limited
square footage which these third places occupy in Providence.
To incorporate all of these elements will allow
a successful thesis analyzing the “grassroots of
America” through these particular categories.
It’s exciting to learn more and to see if the genuine social interactions outside of the reach of
screens can be achieved. And perhaps there
could be a new sense of social order created
in Providence, that would be a huge accomplishment to blend all of the neighborhoods
and dim the current demographics which lies
in each neighborhood.
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Ray Oldenburg
Quote +
Question(s)
20
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“...grassroots of democracy...” is so pertanent with this thesis because
Oldenburg is stating that is how America culture came to be - through these
social itneractions and that is how democracy was born. In England during
the 1700s + 1800s, the pubs + coffee houses were havens where independant
“The character of a third place is determined most of all by its regular

thought thrived. This is how the Whigs + Tories were developed and how

clientele and is marked by a playful mood, which contrasts with people’s

newspapers came to be. The first settlers from England brought this culture

more serious involvement in other spheres. Though a radically different kind

to the US and it has been continued to today. However, it is disentegrating

of setting for a home, the third place is remarkably similar to a good home

through the evolution of social media and new advances of technology. This

in the psychological comfort and support that it extends…They are the heart

is why I want to make these Third Places in Providence - to revive this notion

of a community’s social vitality, the grassroots of democracy, but sadly, they

within this city, to make social connections stronger among city dwellers and

constitute a diminishing aspect of the American social landscape“

visitors alike. This will only make the city stronger, being able to communicate

Oldenburg, Ray. A Great Good Place.
www.pps.org/reference/roldenburg
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new ideas and learn more from one another.
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“

QUESTION:
Can third places be re-introduced in American lifestyles
and in particular those in Providence? Can it be re-routed
into the “grassroots of American democracy” today with
the evident changes in our culture + society? If so, what
would be needed in these spaces to make EVERYONE
comfortable and eager to share various forms of
communication with one another through these settings.

That is what needs to be investigated through this thesis.

24

Indeed, Americans with two jobs, for example, may not have the time to meet
up with friends, says Hedge. Our tendency to pick up and move for new jobs,
leaving friends and family behind, could also be a factor, undergirded by a culture
that favors the individual over the group, adds psychologist, social observer and
best-selling author Mary Pipher, PhD, whose most recent book is “Writing to
Change the World” (Riverhead, 2006).“We no longer live in a culture where we
know most of the people we encounter,” she says.Indeed, the British and other
Europeans place far more emphasis on social bonding than we do, Hedge says.
Take the British pub: “The fact that you have a local place where neighbors go
every night just to communicate-that seems to be completely different from
the American approach where people vanish into their house at night and lock
themselves in,” he says. In fact, many studies show that compared with Americans,
Europeans would rather forego more income for more leisure time, Marmot adds.
- American Psychological Association

”

First Place
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Third Place

Second Place
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Precedents
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Precedents:
These are either current or past examples to help
support this thesis idea of amending idle spaces
with third places.

Pigalle Duperré Courts are located in Paris and
is a collaborated project with the architecture
firm Ill-Studio and the fashion brand Pigalle.
They designed these courts in the 9th district
of Paris in 2015. It’s based off a basketballinspired line by Pigalle that they launched in
2009. There are a few variations of this court
throughout the district. What is attractive
about this precedent is how they occupied the
space in between buildings for a positive, third
place atmosphere in the city.
These courts pertain to this thesis because
it provides a good example of how spaces
in between buildings can be utilized. In this
case, the brightly colored basketball courts allow people to come together to play specifically that, basketball. However, seeing these
courts allows me to see that space in between
buildings can be occupied through paint
alone, not necessarily through a structures
specifically. It is good to learn see various ways
on how these idle spaces can be occupied.

Pigallé Duperré Courts
30
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The SHED Project is currently underway by Studio Bark and Lowe Guardians in London’s vacant
buildings to help the housing market by providing more affordable, environmentally friendly
spaces. This is an interesting precedent for this
thesis proposal because to construct it with sustainable materials as well as micro units influence
due to the small square feet like they are using
vacant areas in London to do this, as would with
vacant areas in Providence.
The SHED Project is beneficial in learning one
way to quickly and efficiently build these third
places in Providence. These units are built within a day and with recycled materials. Out of the
three neighborhoods in this thesis, this precedent
could be best be used for Downtown, Providence.

The SHED Project
32
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Architects Max Gerthel and Jordan Kanter designed this inflatable, social gathering space
Baitasi hutong area. The “Octopus Pavilion replaces what used to be a junkyard in this town.
This space is interactive because there are motion sensors attached to each white balloon that
allows it to inflate and deflate as people walk
through the space. Also, at night there are various
colors of light that allows this space to change
into a fun dance floor.
This precedent is a great example for both idle
spaces and third places. It exhibits a recent work
of how people tried to take a wasted space and
give it another life through this public third place.

The Octopus Pavilion
34
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Through the podcast Fugitive Waves, Hidden Kitchens is the piece, The Kiosk Strategy.
This podcast is about the many vacant kiosks
throughout Lisbon that used to be coffee
shops in the 1930s. They were shut down under the dictatorship of Prime Minister António
de Oliveira Salazar who banned social engagements + cafe lifestyles throughout Portugal. It
is interesting how social engagements were
forbidden just because the dictator frowned
upon this way of living.
To learn that these kiosks are now reused
structures into various forms of public businesses to gather people and invite social interactions amongst the people of Lisbon. Even
though these are examples of adaptive reuse
pieces of architecture, I too strongly believe in
adaptive reuse and even though my sites are
not structural, the third places will re-utilize
these spaces to give life back to the idle.

The Banning Cafe Culture in Portugal
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The Social Life of Coffee by Brian Cowan is a
book that offers examples of coffeehouses
that began the political parties in England because of these social interactions and sense
of democracy. In addition, there is an example in this book in particular about a coffeeshop in London during the 18th century that
changed from a pub into a coffeeshop then
later changed the interior numerous times just
to keep up with social trends.

The first coffee house,
The Grand Cafe.
Oxford, England

Despite this precedent pertaining to the United Kingdom and coffeehouses specifically,
this book has introduced me to how impactful these third places have on people and
communities alike. This is evidence that third
places have been in affect for a long time
and that other elements of communication,
in this case the newspaper, were developed.

The Social Life of Coffee
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Site Analysis
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Federal Hill
286 Atwells Ave.

Downtown
133 Mathewson St.

College Hill
176 Benefit St.
Out of the twenty-five neighborhoods in the city of
Providence, I chose to focus on these three because
despite them being geographically close to each other,
they are wildly different in demographics and history.
Providence is unique in that way, for it being such a
small city, the needs of each neighborhood are vastly
different from one another. There are also architectural
differences as well, which coincide with the neighborhoods they fall into. To analyze these three areas and
have the three sites located amongst these neighborhoods of Federal Hill, Downtown and College Hill will
make this thesis even stronger showing how the idle
spaces may be similar in appearance, but the way to
occupy and design the third places will be quite different due to the needs of each neighborhood.
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Federal Hill
286 Atwells Ave.
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Downtown
133 Mathewson St.
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College Hill
176 Benefit St.
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Federal Hill

Downtown

College Hill
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The orange areas within these photographs indicate the only open and public places that reside
in these neighborhoods. They are parks, as one
would naturally assume. For this thesis, I am designing these third places to have the similar affect that parks have with people: and area where
they can congregate on the grass - take that ideology and place it within the interiors of these
three structures. But the other difference other
than it being interiors oppose to exteriors is that
having a limited amount of square footage will
bring people together rather than spreading out.
These images also indicate how for each neighborhood, there are very little areas for people to
go to that are free and public, which is disappointing. This thesis will make people aware of
this lack of general public space and these third
places will help them realize that.
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Federal Hill

Downtown

College Hill
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This is an analysis of the surrounding buildings
and their uses. The light orange indicates residential, the medium orange indicates shops/
restaurants and then dark orange indicates
education. As I learn more about the demographics of each neighborhood, these diagrams will be more detailed. Also, the white
blocks are my sites.
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White: 63%

Hispanic: 45%
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Map illustrates an average of the biggest
ethnic populations living locations per each
neighborhood.
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Map illustrates an average of the biggest
ethnic populations living locations per each
neighborhood.
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College Hill,
Providence
Demographics

Average Age Range

56.5% college kids
15.8% twenties

White: 93%

4.5% thirties

Hispanic: 16.5 %
Black: 23%
Asian: 14%
0%

50%

100%

Education Level

80% higher than highschool degree
15.5% just highschool degree
4.5%nohighschool

Asian: 14%
0%

50%

100%

Living Situation

41.3% one person living

31% families

0%

50%

100%

Race

70.4% white
12% asian
6.9% black
6.4% hispanic
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0%

50%

100%

Map illustrates an average of the biggest
ethnic populations living locations per each
neighborhood.
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Federal Hill

Downtown

College Hill

This is a study of the general foot traffic on the
main streets next to each site. This is based on
a 24 hour clock and it allows me to further analyze which times these third places would most
likely be occupied. Also, if events were to be held,
which times would be beneficial for each of the
neighborhoods + all in general.
The darker colors indicate when it is most populated and the lighter colors indicate when it is
least populated. As I learn more about each of
these neighborhoods, I will also see which days
are the busiest + least busy and how the third
places would change these as well. Would the
traffic flow increase with the third places? And if
so, by how much?
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Programs
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In Response to the Observations: Federal Hill

In Response to the Observations: Downtown

In Response to the Observations: College Hill

- there needs to be more natural elements

- more areas to hang out during the day time
+ night

- more of a social space for both students
and families

- have areas for night other than the bars

- there is good lighting on the hill primarily
for the students sake

- safer areas off the streets
- there are benches, but they are oddly
placed
- vast majority of these buildings are either
brick or vinyl, so to add more natural elements would be ideal - in my opinion, this
area seems more of a n urban jungle than it’s
counterparts of downtown and college hill
Conclusion: there needs to be a space
dedicated to nature to offer contrast to the
pavement + brick which surrounds it.
Observation List: Federal Hill

Observation List: Downtown

Observation List: College Hill

- surrounded by many restaurants
- on a main road
- not a great deal of light outside of
restaurants
- it isn’t the safest of areas in Providence
- families live here + younger adults
- known notoriously as the italian section
of Providence
- the homes in this area are either nice,
victorian styles or run down 3 tier homes
- the streets aren’t well lit outside of the
stores + restaurants
- has a strong mafia history that isn’t as
bad as it once was, but it affected this
area regardless
- busiest at nightime
- it appears there is only one park but it is
far away from the restaurant area

- financial district
- many new apartments under construction
- more young adults + students live here
- there are some restaurants + bars, but the open
spaces here (Burnside Park + Kennedy Plaza) are not
the safest of areas.
- thanks to westminster street, a good portion of
downtown is well lit.
- there are a significant amount of homeless that live
downtown.
- the busiest times are during the work day and late
at night on the weekends - the bars are full of people
becuase tehre aren’t a great selection in general
throughout providence.
- there are numerous small spots of public space (i.e.
burnside park, kennedy plaza, along the
water...) but they are not the safest areas to
occupy day or night

- most historical area of Providence
- primarily family homes + students
- transient crowd from Brown & RISD
- most prominent area in Providence
- majority of the hill is consisted of
traditional colonial homes + old academic
buildings
- not many buisnesses whatsoever
- there are numerous tours that happen on
the hill, not only for the universities but also
for the historical element as well
- most active during the daytime
- has two small parks, other than that the
only open areas are held on the brown and
risd campuses. they are public, but many
people feel they need some relationship to
these institutions in order to occupy the
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- provide more lighting other than Westminster st. + Weybosset street
- this site is amongst primarily brick buildings
to make this spot a lighter material will make
it stand out significantly

- the homes on the hill are primarily wood
or brick, so to make the material something
other than these two and modern while still
respecting the traditional styles would be
essential towards this new space

Conclusion: there is a need for light on this
street to make it not only more
approachable for those who cross this
street, but also safer as well.

Conclusion: there is a need for both
students + residents alike to sit and eat
their lunch, to take a coffee break or do
work.

spaces
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These diagrams illustrate the voids of space within
the idle areas in each of my sites which will hold my
interventions for third places. I developed a form of
language to follow when finding these three sites,
they included:
A Certain Square Footage
Alley Space (in the case of Benefit St.,
driveway/alley)
Under utilized (i.e., graffiti, trash, etc)
Street Access
From this language, it allowed me to find these
three spots in each of the neighborhoods of
Federal Hill, College Hill and Downtown.
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16’

58’

Mathewson St.

10’

46’

max of 20’

20’

13’

11’

max of 38’
Mathewson St.

Atwells Ave.

Atwells Ave.

Benefit St.

Benefit St.
80’
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Designs
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1

These are concept models I produced to help better understand each of my neighborhoods, third places and overall
sense of how communication travels. The first model is how
information is recycled, the second is how my site on College
Hill will be different than the other historic buildings there and
the third model is how information is transferred from each
site to the first places and second places.

2
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3
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Downtown

College Hill

Federal Hill

These are three urban site study models that are
both two dimensional and three dimensional.
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These are a series of concept models that were developed to
analyze how to best occupy the alleyways.
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Federal Hill Program: Public Library
Federal Hill is notoriously known as the “Italian”
side of Providence. It has many restaurants and
cafes, yet it lacks public places without a price
tag attached to it. Sure, there is DePasquale
Plaza, yet one would need to be a customer at
one of the surrounding restaurants to sit there.
This third place will help change this through
it’s public library.

needs to be a more positive influence and better access of education in Federal Hill. This
library will be run similarly to that of 826 Valencia library in San Francisco which now has
spread to several places throughout the United
States. It is a non-profit organization that helps
supply books for children and adults alike that
may have a difficulty accessing the books
otherwise.

Along with the lack of public space is a lack of
education as well. While researching the demographics of Federal Hill, the statistic the struck
me the most was how only 30% graduate high
school - this is extremely alarming and there
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Continuing the “cocoon” design from the wire
concept models, I developed this “rib” design
language that remains throughout the three
sites. This notion was derived from the continuous sense of materiality that has a more organic appeal. A benefit to these ribs is how they
can play with the source of natural light in each
space and how light can protrude out of these
gaps in between the ribs as well at night.
This design continues with the ribs as the other two, yet these are all connected as a set of
singular pieces. This is influenced by the preexisting graffiti designs on the black wall on the
right side of the site. There is a gap towards the
back of the ceiling to allow the most natural
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light into the space because the back of this
site faces south.
These two elements of the ribs contribute to
the book shelves along with the seating as well.
The seating is located on the lower shelves as
they begin to extend farther into the floor plan.
The seating and shelves curve from the left side
all the way to the back allowing the space to be
more comfortable through the soft curvatures
of the shelves and seating.
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Downtown Program: Information Center
Downtown, Providence is a unique situation
because it is an already poorly designed urban
layout and it is in between the historic College
Hill and Federal Hill. It is an ever growing part
of Providence as new apartment buildings start
to grow higher throughout this small portion
of the city and new restaurants emerge from
some of the vacant buildings.
These new buisnesses growing Downtown
makes the pedestrian traffic very specific in regards to time - with a wild rush in the morning
as people go to work and students go to school
and then the same as they leave to go home.
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In addition, there is another rush at night especially on the weekends to the bars and restaurants. The daily working hours allows there
to be big gaps of empty pedestrian traffic
throughout the day. Having these gaps of foot
traffic makes some of the alleyways not the safest hubs of activity. This is especially so the site
along Mathewson Street.
Also, there is a great homeless population in
Downtown. One reason that may explain this is
because the shelters are located in the neighborhoods beside Downtown and it is a transitional location in between these neighborhoods.
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The site located Downtown is in an alleyway
that is poorly lit and harvests not the safest of
activities. Implementing this information center
amongst the poorly lit alleyways on this side of
Downtown may help with not only the light
issue, but also the homeless to provide them information on shelters, where to get food and
jobs. With this, to have the Providence city
dwellers be here too will allow the gap between
these two pedestrian groups to be smaller
overtime. To have an organization such as the
Red Cross to help run this site would be very

beneficial to this information center.
The design of this site was inspired by the interlocking of fingers of two hands - as that of the
two neighborhoods beside Downtown. From
this, it then allowed the design to develop into
having greater gaps which will exude greater
amounts of light in the alleyway.

These three sites, although different in location and in means of
educational influence, are all meant to enhance Providence’s
communities. Providence is historically significant for paving the
path of religious and political freedom for the rest of the United
States in the early 1600s. Why not begin a new path of social
freedom within Providence through these third places and the reuse of these wasted urban landscapes?

These three little sites in this thesis can begin a ripple effect that
can transpire to various other cities throughout the United States
by helping people to be more engaged with one another throughout their communities. Shouldn’t we do as Roger Williams did for
Providence all those years ago and bring back to light the “grassroots of America”?
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College Hill Program: Peer Art Center
College Hill is famously known as a very academic place due to Brown and RISD. However,
there is a lack of social diversity outside the universities. In regard to education, which is a continuous form of third place language with each
of the sites, A design lounge is implemented
that allows people to socialize with each other
and gain feedback on their work. There can be
events such as ‘Pin-Up Night’ where people can
pin up their work and gain feedback from various people in Providence.
This lounge and pin-up sessions can be done in
the interior area that is under the ground next
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to the pre-existing graffiti wall. The pre-existing graffiti is remaining to allow people to also
interact with it through new forms of graffiti/
wall art. This allows the preexisting conditions
to be re-utilized in a positive manner. Next to
this concrete wall will be cork walls that allows
people to pin up their work and will also hold in
noise as well.
The Peer Art Center is unique due to the third
place and social lounge, but also it is a space
that has continuous interior and exterior space
while connecting Meeting Street and Benefit
Street as well. It is able to achieve this through
the parasitic and topographic designs along the
Armory.

In regards to this site in particular, the ribs tighten together towards the back of the site to form
the outside roof that extrudes out and begins
the outdoor area. From the back roof, these
ribs continue to the stairs that merges from the
ramp from Benefit Street to the back of the site.

ramp, stairs and floors as well. Also, these ribs
can be covered with a material such as polycarbonate which allows it to be a versatile structure. This versitility goes for the other two sites
as well.

These ribs along with the other site’s ribs, are
made from a wooden material that can be
molded into these curves from steam. Wood is
chosen to keep with the materials of the buildings which surround this site. This is so with the
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Superposition
96
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This superposition was a study of how these
three sites could be different from one another,
yet the alleyways are very similar in materials,
dimensions and through it’s idle nature. This
notion of similarity is being portrayed by having
these three site photographs overlapping one
another. The white rectangle further illustrates
these similarities amongst the alleyways.
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Akasegawa, Genpei. 45, Hyperart:Thomasson
Akasegawa founded an art movement that began in Japan in the
1980s that later on became internationally known throughout
the art world. He was curiously aware of many urban elements
being maintained, but they had no purpose whatsoever. They in
many ways were vestigial in manner, but ultimately lead to no
future use of adaptive reuse. I studied this movement because I
found it informational towards my interest in idle spaces in urban
environments.
CNN, “19th Century Kiosks in Lisbon Making a Comeback.”
CNN, Cable News Network, 24 May 2016, www.cnn.com/style/
gallery/ode-to-lisbon-kiosks/index.html.
This is where I found the images of the kiosks in Lisbon, Portugal.
Also, this article offers an interesting insight on how from 2009
there was a strong initiative to bring life back into these kiosks.
I’m interested in this piece of history in Lisbon because it pertains
to how people can congregate around such small pieces of architecture. Also, they are being reused now for various forms of
business and that is great piece to reference and learn more from
during this thesis.
Cowan, Brian William. Social Life of Coffee: the Emergence of
the British Coffeehouse. Yale University Press, 2011.
Social Life of Coffee: The Emergence of the British Coffeehouse
was heavily studied in my undergrad History seminar course,
British Industrialization. I wrote an extensive seminar paper on
emergence of coffee and tea houses in England during the 17th
and 18th centuries. The reason I and referring back to Cowan’s
work is because he offers precedents of coffee houses that
began political parties in England, the Whigs and Tories and the
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publications of newspapers as well. This was not done with pubs,
but for some reason through conversations over coffee. In a sense,
this was a grassroots of democracy for England.
DeAngelis, Tori. “America: A Toxic Lifestyle?” Monitor on Psychology, American Psychological Association, Apr. 2007, www.
apa.org/monitor/apr07/america.aspx.
This is an article that helps illustrate the struggles that Americans
face personally, economically and socially with our current customs of working excessive hours and not having much free time
at all. Also, the way we live our daily lives of not having an a sense
of social interaction is not healthy in the long run of mental disorders.

Fugitive Wave, and Hidden Kitchen . “The Kiosk Strategy.” FUGITIVE WAVES EPISODE #58 – THE KIOSK STRATEGY, Kitchen
Sisters, 8 Nov. 2016, www.kitchensisters.org/2016/11/08/fugitive-waves-episode-58-the-kiosk-strategy/.
This podcast is a story about the cafe kiosks that lay vacant
throughout Lisbon today. They used to be vibrant, social scenes
that allowed people to gather and catch up on news and gossip.
But they were short lived when in the 1930s to 1950s they were
shut down under the dictatorship of Prime Minister António de
Oliveira Salazar who banned social engagements + cafe lifestyles
throughout Portugal. He didn’t agree with the Peressien lifestyle
and was preventing any form of democracy to arise.
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Gibson, Eleanor. “Old Beijing Junkyard Covered with Inflatable
Canopy by Max Gerthel and Jordan Kanter.” Dezeen, Dezeen,
17 Oct. 2016, www.dezeen.com/2016/10/05/video-octopuspavilion-max-gerthel-jordan-kanter-inflatable-baitasi-beijingdesign-week-2016-movie/.
Dezeen provided this quick, good article about the “Octopus Pavilion” in an abandoned junkyard in Beijing. This is a great precedent illustrating a recent project that implements third place
in what used to be an old junk yard in this alley. This precedent
works well for both categories of idle spaces and third places in
the precedent portion of this book.
“Idle.” Merriam-Webster, Merriam-Webster, 25 Nov. 2017, www.
merriam-webster.com/dictionary/idle.
To have a definition of Idle in the beginning of this book offers the
reader a better understanding of the term and the use of these
spaces in Providence which will be occupied by third places.
https://intar.risd.edu/faculty/
I do not know Stefano very well and so for his description in my
advisor portion of the book, I used the information provided to
offer more information about him as my RISD advisor.
Lee, Jung Eun. Finding the Lost. 2012, RISD Interior Architecture
Thesis.
Eun’s thesis book offered insight on how to design these idle
spaces such as alley ways and tunenls into more interactive
travel experiences throughout Providence. This thesis book was
helpful to learn how she approached her book without having
a traditional host site, but rather various areas within the city of
Providence. It was a great resource for me because it allowed me
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to see that there was another IntAR student who had a successful
thesis project without having a host structure, but rather a host
city and then designed the alleys/tunnels/etc for people to use in
their daily commutes.
Morby, Alice. “Pigalle Basketball Court Tucked between
Paris Apartments.” Dezeen, 12 Aug. 2015, www.dezeen.
com/2015/08/12/pigalle-duperre-ill-studio-paris-basketballcourt-multicoloured-installation/.
This is a precedent that is a great example of how idle spaces
in between buildings in Paris were used to encourage social
engagement through these brightly colored basketball courts. It
has been very successful and there are now numerous of these
courts throughout the 9th district of Paris.
Project for Public Spaces. “Ray Oldenburg.” Project for Public
Spaces, 1 Jan. 2009, www.pps.org/reference/roldenburg.
I have Interlibrary Loaned this book, but it has yet to arrive. I
used this website to find the quote that I used in my statement
reference. This is a temporary place holder until I receive the
actual book and reference it more thoroughly.
Susan Mayhew, A Dictionary of Geography. Oxford University
Press, 2009.
In this book, Mayhew refers to E.Soja’s description of Third Places which is to be believed as the original definition of this term. I also
hope to further explore this book of various forms of sociological
relationships with geography.
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U.S. Census Bureau. “Statistical Atlas.” Statistical Atlas, U.S.
Census Bureau, 28 Apr. 2015, statisticalatlas.com/neighborhood/.
This is the website I used to find out the concrete demographic
information regarding each neighborhood: College Hill, Federal
Hill and Downtown Providence. From this information, I was able
to make the visual diagrams to help me better understand the differences between each neighborhood.
Wang, Lucy. “The SHED Project’s Affordable Micro-Homes
Pop up in Just One Day.” Inhabitat Green Design Innovation
Architecture Green Building, 22 Aug. 2017, inhabitat.com/theshed-projects-affordable-micro-homes-pop-up-in-just-oneday/the-shed-project-by-studio-bark-2.
This article best offers insight behind the current SHED project
movement throughout London. This project is to make micro
units in vacant buildings to help the homeless and to provide
more affordable housing in the expensive housing market. This
is a good precedent because the people behind this movement
use idle spaces in the sense of vacant buildings to give them new
purpose.
http://www.thegrandcafe.co.uk/wp-content/uploads/2014/06/
angel_hotel.jpg
This website is where I found the image of The Grand Cafe, I knew
to look for this from my class, British Industrialism + the book, The
Social Life of Coffee by Brian Cowan.
All photographs in this book outside the precedents were
taken by me and those in the precedents came from the sources I added to the bibliography.
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Thesis Specialist Advisor
Gabriella D’Angelo is the specialist advisor for
this thesis. She currently teaches at Hobart and
William Smith Colleges in Architectural Studies
Department. She also has done a lot of work
and continues to work on urban design + interior spaces to evoke social interactions through
adaptive reuse. Gabriella will be very beneficial
towards the development of this thesis because
she has been my professor and advisor for 3 +
years and has a great knowledge how to design
pieces of architecture that allows there to be a
new form of social order within her sites.
Also while I was her student, my class and I were
asked to design temporary piece of tactical urbanism within the town of Geneva, NY for the
residents to use and that was easily movable
as well. This piece was in collaboration with the
City Hall + Earth Day committee in Geneva. We
designed a temporary sitting area which was
made from recycled materials and served the
general public as a whole. This piece was also in
collaboration with Parking Day as well.
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RISD Thesis Advisor
Quote description from RISD IntAR Webpage:
“Stefano Corbo is an Italian architect, researcher and educator. He holds a PhD and a MArch
II in Advanced Architectural Design from UPMETSAM Madrid (Escuela Técnica Superior de Arquitectura). He has taught at several academic
Institutions: Nanjing University; LAU Beirut (Lebanese American University); The Faculty of Architecture in Alghero, Italy; and ETSAM Madrid.
He has also been a guest lecturer at SAC Städelschule Frankfurt, Deakin University in Melbourne,
College of Design Minnesota, ESALA Edinburgh,
The University of Miami and The University of
Wisconsin. Corbo has contributed to several international journals (OASE, Domus, Mark, CLOG,
Il Giornale dell’Architettura) and has published
two books: From Formalism to Weak Form: The
Architecture and Philosophy of Peter Eisenman
(Ashgate/Routledge, 2016) and Interior Landscapes: A Visual Atlas (Images, 2016), a journey
through the interior-exterior dichotomy in modern and contemporary architecture. In 2012, after
working at Mecanoo Architecten, Corbo founded
his own office, SCSTUDIO (www.scstudio.eu), a
multidisciplinary network practicing public architecture and design and preoccupied with intellectual, economic and cultural contexts. Corbo
teaches graduate level advanced design studios,
Design Thesis, History of Interior Architecture,
and Investigating Interiority.“
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